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Vision
Transformation partners 
to global corporations 

Mission
Leveraging technology and 

processes to help customers 
attain their goals

Zensar Technologies (Zensar) is a globally renowned software 
and services organization that specializes in providing a 
complete range of IT Services and Solutions. Zensar is ranked 
amongst India's top 20 software companies by NASSCOM and 
is seen today as a valuable change partner for enterprises to 
drive transformation by providing innovative technology 
solutions.

Zensar's industry expertise spans across Manufacturing, 
Retail, Healthcare, Banking and Insurance. The services range 
from the traditional to the transformational - enterprise 
product implementation and hosting, infrastructure 
management and testing, business intelligence and data 
warehousing, collaboration and knowledge management 
services, business process outsourcing and optimization, and 
the entire range of applications planning, portfolio building, 
development, migration and support. With over 7000+ 
associates and 400+ customers, Zensar helps transform global 
corporations.

Corporate Profile

1782.48
Turnover (Rs.Cr)

158.7 
Post-tax profit (Rs. Cr)

13.3%
Operating profit (%)

30%
Return on capital
employed (%)

7
Dividend 
per share (Rs.)

132.6
Book value 
per share (Rs.)

0.42
Debt 
equity ratio

Key financial 
highlights, 
2011-12

237 
Operating profit (Rs. Cr)
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Highlights, 2011-12

Clientele

Zensar enjoys enduring relationships with global leaders 
like Cisco, Assurant, Danaher Corporation, Electronics Arts 
and Logitech, among several others. Zensar's customers 
are spread across various industry segments like 
Manufacturing, Retail, Banking and Insurance, and 
Healthcare. Zensar has evolved from an implementation 
partner of enterprise business solutions to a Platinum 

®Partner in the Oracle  Partner Network providing 
customized solutions to meet industry demands better. The 
Company has also been recognized by SAP as a Gold 
Partner, Strategic Value Added Reseller (S-VAR) and 
Master Value Added Reseller (M-VAR) in the US. Zensar 
has also signed an agreement with Google to provide 
Google Apps Solutions in the APAC region. 

Geographic Spread

Zensar is the world's first enterprise-wide SEI CMM Level 
5 Company and enjoys a strong presence in the United 
States, UK, Europe, Africa, Middle East and Asia-Pacific 
regions. The Company's Delivery Centers are located 
across continents in Westborough (US), Slough (UK), 
Veenendal (Netherlands), Johannesburg (South Africa), 
Pune and Hyderabad (India), Shanghai (China) and Tokyo 
(Japan) to service global customers. 

n

n

n

n

Gross revenue increased 56.6% percent from 
Rs 1138.30 Cr in 2010-11 to Rs 1,782.48 Cr in 2011-12

Net Income grew from Rs 131.73 Cr to Rs 158.70 Cr 
showing a 20.5% growth y-o-y

The company has added 17 new customers in this 
quarter, and 112 customers in the year

Average revenue growth over the last five years stands 
at 25.24% and profit growth at 23.65%
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Statement from 
Mr. Harsh Goenka, 
Chairman 

Dear Shareholders,

The global economy at large has been going through a challenging 

phase with macro economic uncertainties, and low consumer 

confidence in FY 2011-12, precipitated by the downturn in 

developed markets. Current economic conditions are fostering 

investment in technology as emerging markets are increasing their 

demand for technology to fuel growth and advanced markets seek 

new ways to cut costs and drive innovation. Corporations 

worldwide continue to look at global sourcing not only as a cost 

saving option, but increasingly to enhance competitiveness, time-

to-market and drive business productivity. As a result, global 

technology spending continued its ascent in 2011 and demand for 

global sourcing for IT and BPO services remained strong. 

The global outsourcing market recorded a healthy growth driven 

by record contracting activity in small size contracts, as 

organisations sought to maximize returns and at the same time try 

out new models and service offerings. This decisive shift towards 

smaller contract deals is coupled with strong growth from the 

EMEA region. A change in the overall structure in global sourcing 

is expected as organisations embark on a journey with enhanced 

focus on the customer. With customers demanding more 

immediate value from IT and forward-looking strategies that 

support growth and innovation, IT service providers are adopting 

agile methods through ongoing innovation, renewed 

partnerships/alliances and new business models.
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With a new mission firmly in place, Zensar now embarks on a 

growth trajectory. In this journey the company will leverage its 

long term focus on innovation and non-linear growth while its 

current operational strengths are expected to ensure that the 

organisation is steadfast in meeting objectives. The Company has 

drawn a charter to invest in identified growth drivers defined 

under the four verticals of Manufacturing, Retail, Banking and 

Insurance and Healthcare and service areas of Infrastructure 

Management, Cloud, Mobility and Social Media.

Zensar rolled out its new and focused verticalised innovative 

solution strategy during the year and integrated the onsite Data 

Center and Information Security services of its acquired company, 

Akibia with its Remote Infrastructure Management service line. 

These moves are in line with the Company's long-term strategy of 

building specific offerings across various lines of business thus 

embarking on an ambitious plan to be the next generation global 

industry player. 

The Cloud Services Charter in the organization will enable 

Zensar's customers redefine the way they deliver value to their 

customers. The company's expansion in emerging geographies has 

also been quite rapid and Zensar intends to consolidate its 

position in Asia Pacific, Middle East and South African markets. 

The combined effect of all these factors is expected to help 

Zensar grow faster in enhancing its integral position in the service 

delivery landscape.

Sincerely 

Harshvardhan Goenka 



Statement from 
Dr. Ganesh Natarajan, 
Vice-Chairman and CEO

Dear Shareholder,

It is my privilege to announce this year's financial results through 

the Annual Report of our Company, which has achieved 

encouraging financial results, in spite of the challenging business 

environment. The revenue recorded a robust annual growth of 

56.6% to Rs 1,782.48 Cr in 2012 from Rs 1138.30 Cr in 2011 

including Akibia revenues. Zensar recorded 19.7% revenue growth 

and 5.4% profit growth over the previous year on an organic basis 

without Akibia. 

The growth in dollar terms was 47.4%, reaching US$ 372 Million 

driven largely by 50.2% volume increase, aided by increased 

realized bill rates as well as currency benefits, despite 8.4% shift 

in favor of onsite. Profit from Operations (Profit before Exceptional 

items, Exchange Rate Difference, Interest, Other Income and 

Provision for Taxation) was at Rs 2,03.71 Cr in 2012 as against Rs 

124.77 Cr in 2011, growth of 63.3%. Profitability rose to 1.2 times, 

driven by significant SG&A leverage, higher realized bill rates, 

improved margin from higher offshoring, higher utilization as well 

as currency benefits. Profit after Tax stood at Rs 158.70 Cr in 2012 

as compared to a profit of Rs 131.73 Cr in 2011, growth of 20.5%. 

The revenue of the standalone legal entity increased by 24.5% to 

Rs 700.17 Cr in 2012 from Rs 562.57 Cr in the previous year and 

net profit after tax was Rs 94.55 Cr as compared to a profit of 

Rs 88.48 Cr in 2011, an increase of 6.9%.

Zensar continued to retain its position as a leading global 

organization in 2012, by increasing its competitiveness through 

focus on verticalisation, service line expansion, innovation, 

emerging markets and nonlinear growth strategies. During the 

year 2012, 112 new clients were added and the Company billed 55 

clients US$ 1 Million or more each. Of these, 46 clients were in 

the range of US$ 1-5 Million, seven clients were in the range of  

US$ 5-10 Million , one client was in the range of US$ 10-20 

Million and one client billed more than US$ 20 Million. In the next 

Fiscal, we intend to drive our growth through securing new wins 

with existing clients and winning new orders through initiatives 

such as Cloud Social Media and Mobility services and by firmly 

establishing ourselves in new verticals of Healthcare, and 

strengthening our market presence in UK, Middle East and 

Australia. 

Zensar has transferred Rs 80.00 Cr to General Reserve higher than 

Rs 75.00 Cr transferred in the previous year and with this addition, 

the total General Reserve as on March 31, 2012 is at Rs 305.98 Cr. 

Furthermore, the balance in the P&L Account is Rs 65.87 Cr. Your 

Company has adopted AS-30 principles of recognition and 

measurement for ascertaining fair value of forward exchange 

contracts and derivative contracts and the year-end Hedging 

Reserve stood at a loss of Rs 8.07 Cr, as compared to a profit of Rs 

3.20 Cr in the previous year. This was due to the large 

depreciation in the Rupee-Dollar exchange rates in the last four 

months of the year. In summary, total reserves stood at Rs 374.03 

Cr, including Rs 2.17 Cr of Securities Premium account.

The paid-up Share Capital of your Company as on March 31, 2012 

was Rs 43.41 Cr comprising 4,34,09,774 Equity Shares of Rs 10/- 

each. During the year 2012, 1,05,988 shares were allotted under 

ESOP under different schemes. The market capitalization of your 

Company as on March 31, 2012 was at Rs 781.16 Cr (US$ 154 

Million). The market capitalization is calculated on the basis of 

closing price of Rs 179.95/- on the National Stock Exchange and 

the closing exchange rate of 1 US$ = Rs 50.88 as of March 31, 

2012. The market capitalization of your Company as on April 25, 
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2012 was at Rs 844.10 Cr (US$ 160 Million). The market 

capitalization is calculated on the basis of closing price of 

Rs194.45/- on the National Stock Exchange and the closing 

exchange rate of 1 US$ = Rs 52.70 as of April 25, 2012.

During the year, to drive our growth momentum, we increased our 

global headcount to 7121 with 976 net additions world-wide - 

mainly across our multiple development centers operating 

offshore (ODCs). Going forward, in 2012, your Company also plans 

to induct about 1500 employees across various onsite and 

offshore locations. Investments in best-in-class infrastructure is 

yet another employee engagement initiative your Company takes 

pride in, and indicative of its passion to motivate a dynamic team 

to provide quality support for its global sales and delivery 

operations. In 2012, your Company initiated the work for its 

Bengaluru delivery centre with a seating capacity to accommodate 

124 employees. All the up-gradation of existing infrastructure is 

done with the singular purpose of providing quality ambience and 

work environment to yet another section of our stakeholders -the 

employees.

The cash generated from operations in 2012 was Rs 173.84 Cr. 

Receipts from Treasury operations (interest and MF dividend) were 

Rs 2.90 Cr. The Company has invested Rs 26.62 Cr in fixed assets. 

During the year, your Company repaid the loan taken from Royal 

Bank of Scotland amounting to Rs 24.59 Cr plus interest on loans, 

amounting to Rs 3.97 Cr. As of March 31, the cash position of the 

Company was Rs 174.48 Cr, equivalent in US$ 34.3 Million; 

including the Mutual Fund investments (cash equivalent), the total 

cash and cash equivalents was at Rs 221.30 Cr equivalent to US$ 

43.5 Million. 

As I conclude, I am pleased to announce that this stellar 

performance has helped us reward our shareholders with a final 

dividend of Rs 4.00 per share (40%) subject to the approval of the 

shareholders. This brings the total dividend for the year 2012 to Rs 

7.00 per share (70%) on the expanded equity share capital post 

1:1 bonus issue of equity shares in 2011, up from Rs 3.50 per 

share for the year ended 2010-11. I thank you for your continued 

support and co-operation and will look forward to the same in the 

future.

Sincerely,

Ganesh Natarajan
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Strengthening 
the Organization 

leading manufacturing companies in the USA. The practice 
continues to maintain a healthy pipeline across territories and 
verticals for their independent services while exploring synergies 
with the new services. The Company will continue to make 
investments in strengthening its Infrastructure Management 
capability especially in the key area of Security and Compliance 
which is expected to grow significantly as Organizations 
increasingly move their Infrastructure to the Cloud.

Application Management System remained the largest segment, 
with a revenue share of over 47 per cent, followed by systems 
infrastructure with 28.8 per cent and application development and 
deployment software forming the remaining part of the pie. With 
buyers looking to get 'more' from 'less', there is extreme pressure 
on IT services provider to mould offerings utilising social networks 
as a communication channel and incorporating mobile 
functionalities to drive business growth.

Zensar has had a stronghold over AMS and has emerged as a full 
service player offering traditional services like application 
development and maintenance to testing, infrastructure, 
consulting and system integration, as also a provider with niche 
capabilities in AMS offering end-to-end services in particular 
verticals or customer segments. The organisation is now focusing 
on moving further up the value chain by positively impacting 
business outcomes and customer revenues through technologies 
such as Cloud, Mobility and Social Media. Cloud assessment and 
design of IT transformation projects will stimulate demand for 
new services spanning each step of cloud assessment and 
migration planning; design and implement roadmaps around 
mobility and social technologies, thereby creating new growth 
drivers for the organisation.

Zensar continues to be a globally recognized leader in Oracle 
deployments, having executed a number of implementation 
projects worldwide. The Company provides a broad set of Oracle 
specializations with a large number of certified Oracle specialists 
and intellectual property built around Oracle products. Currently a 
Platinum Partner, Zensar is already moving towards enhancing 
their position as a leading expert in Oracle technologies by 
becoming a Diamond Partner. In the last fiscal, Zensar bagged 
multiple projects in developed and emerging markets. Zensar was 
also awarded multiple projects in one of largest networking and 
manufacturing organisation and a leading provider for contract 
electrical engineering, power, and communications services in the 
US for a R 12 Upgrade. Zensar has also bagged contracts with one 
of the leading promoter of nuclear energy in the US for an end to 
end R 12 implementation and global leader in conflict 
management for a Fusion Middleware development for the 
building case management systems in the US. One of the key 
implementation projects in the emerging market of South Africa 
was with the leading manufacturer and marketer of branded 
men's formal footwear and uniform/industrial footwear. 

Application Management Services: 

Oracle: 

Infrastructure Management Practice: 

Infrastructure Management (IM) has consistently been the fastest 
growing segment within IT services - an average of nearly 19 per 
cent over the last five years. As a result, its share in the overall IT 
services segment has increased from about 15 per cent in FY2008 
to about 17 per cent in FY2012. The latest impetus for 
Infrastructure outsourcing has come from Cloud Computing/ 
Virtualisation technologies that are enabling everything-as-a-
service. This trend has resulted in the increase in demand for data 
centres - another key candidate for IS outsourcing services.

IM is an area of growing emphasis for Zensar, presenting a 
tremendous opportunity for rapid growth. The acquisition of Akibia 
last year has enabled joint capabilities leveraging both onshore 
and offshore services in addressing discrete engagement 
opportunities. The enhanced capability for infrastructure-oriented 
services has matured from remote management to encompassing 
support for end to end consulting services delivered on-site. In the 
past 12 months, the company has augmented its global footprint 
with customers in diverse fields as navigation systems, software 
manufacturing, hospitality, video game publishing and prescription 
generic drugs in addition to the core company verticals of Banking, 
Insurance, and Retail. Zensar has also been selected as a 
preferred infrastructure management partner for one of the 
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would continue to be around Run the Bank solutions and Zensar 
drives maximum value through quantifiable productivity 
improvements, innovation driven service delivery and optimized 
business models to suit individual needs. The Insurance practice 

improvements, innovation driven service delivery and optimized 
business models to suit individual needs. The Insurance practice 
has extensive experience with global insurers, and a credible track 
record for providing solutions that helps build efficiencies in 
workflow, reduce Total Cost of Ownership thus making for a robust 
client acquisition engine, a better rating and improved policy 
administration for its customers across life, health, property and 
casualty insurers. 

Zensar provides a comprehensive range of consulting, 
implementation, outsourcing and testing services that equip 
healthcare organisations to excel in rapidly changing markets.
We employ best-in-class experts to closely monitor industry trends 
and leverage our delivery framework to address issues like 
regulatory deadlines, systems integration, data warehousing,
BI and client satisfaction. Our solutions span multiple areas like 
ICD 9-10 Remediation Services, Electronic Health Records 
(EMR/EHR) Management for demonstrating meaningful use, 
Healthcare SCM, Patient Accounting and Revenue Cycle 
management, HR and Financial applications.

Healthcare :

SAP: 

Manufacturing: 

Retail: 

Banking and Insurance:

A Gold Certified and Strategic Value Added Reseller (SVAR) 
Partner for SAP in the US and MENA, Zensar helps customers 
adopt and extend technology to drive business transformation and 
achieve their business goals. As a part of this status, Zensar 
delivers “one-stop” domain expertise in support of SAP solutions 
for the small business and midsize enterprise (SME) segment in 
the U.S., including SAP Business One, SAP Business All-in-One 
and SAP BusinessObjects™ business intelligence (BI) solutions. 
Zensar has implemented multiple projects in the US, a CRM 
implementation in BDI Pharma Inc delivered with the use 'Zenlife' 
a proprietary accelerator tool, and the use of various solution 
frameworks, regulatory expertise, and consulting capabilities in 
Life Sciences which has resulted in significant cost saving and 
increased capabilities and efficiency for sales and distribution for 
the organisation. In the ME Zensar is working with a leading 
Pharmacuticals company and in India Zensar has bagged a SAP 
ERP implementation contract worth INR 500 mn from Maharashtra 
State Electricity Distribution Company (MSEDCL).

Based on its work with multiple manufacturing customers, 
Zensar's focus in the manufacturing space is in working with in 
the high-tech, discrete, medical equipment and industrial 
manufacturing sector. Zensar's Manufacturing team has extensive 
manufacturing domain experience in the areas of Discrete 
Manufacturing, Order Management, Procurement and Advanced 
Supply, Chain Management. Our expertise spans across various 
technologies in manufacturing combined with IT systems to give 
the best of breed solutions and services and help implement 
efficient and effective processes that are automated. Zensar's 
Manufacturing team has a combined experience of over 15,000 
person years and works with five of the top 100 Manufacturing 
companies globally.

Zensar's range of innovative and robust solutions addresses 
inflection points for global retailers. A focused team of retail 
industry experts helps in setting up operations in several locations 
worldwide to assist retailers in expanding across multiple 
geographies leveraging best practices locally. While Apparel and 
Apparel Adjacencies, Hobby and Lifestyle are key sub-verticals, 
the focus remains around packaged implementations, and in 
building solutions specifically for multichannel retailing enabled 
by emerging technologies including Social Media, E-Commerce 
and Mobility through Zensar IPs and partnerships with niche 
providers. Zensar works with five of the top 100 Retailers globally 
and is working with top four of the top 10 Retailers in ME.

Zensar works with two of the top 10 financial institutions in Risk 
Management and compliance solutions to service Retail and 
Investment Banks, Asset Management and Financial Services 
companies worldwide.
The key focus of Banking and Financial Institutions for outsourcing 



Growing profitable 
businesses
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Revenues Generated 

Top 10 Customer Revenue Contribution (%)

Top 10 Customer Revenue 
Contribution (%)

2010-11 2011-12

54

40

Our Top 10 clients account for over 40% of our business and grew at 
a rate of 24% with an increasing Y-o-Y revenue in dollar terms 

USD 20 mn+

1 customer

USD 5 mn+

7 customers

USD 1 mn+

46 customers

n

n

n

n

Focus on profitable service lines, verticals and 
geographies to drive growth

Building IP in key sub-verticals and niche industry 
solutions

Innovative business models to address specific 
customer needs, thus becoming transformation 
'partners' in strategic engagements 

Drive new revenue streams using initiatives like Cloud, 
Mobility, SOA, Social Media



10%

9%

10%

71%

USA
Europe
Africa
Rest of the World

7%

22%

49%

21%

Manufacturing, Retail and Disitribution
Insurance and Banking
Govt, Healthcare and Utilities
Alliances and Others
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North America continues to be our major source of revenues - 
generates over 71% of our total revenues. 

The vertical of, Manufacturing, Retail and Distribution generated 
49 % of the global revenues while Banking and Insurance 

contributed to 21% of our total revenues.

n Zensar recorded 19.7% revenue growth and 5.4% profit growth over the previous year on an organic basis without Akibia 

n Zensar clocked 56.6% revenue growth and 20.5% profit growth over the previous year on consolidated basis
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783

87
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132
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159

1783
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Building the 
Next Generation Enterprise with 
Cloud, Social Media and Mobility
Over the last few years, the growth of the 

along exciting new gadgets with innovative interfaces, 
has made CEOs wake up to the way that technology can enable 
competitive advantage. That is made evident in the way IT or CIOs 
are beginning to play a role in business. While traditionally the 
CIOs were expected to oversee IT operations today they are 
expected to lead efforts in building the next generation 
organisation. This is especially true in organisations where IT is 
recognised as delivering value beyond costs incurred in supporting 
business operation. 

Zensar's Cloud, Mobility and Social Media solution (CLOSOMO) 
provides a plethora of opportunities for customers to create a new 
charter for internal efficiency and external opportunity 
maximization possibilities and realize faster time-to-value from 
hybrid environments. To help ensure customers are successful in 
their initiatives, Zensar provides a breadth of solutions that are 
specially designed to support customers in verticals to move to 
successful deployments. This capability lends additional focus on 
creating next-generation solutions that enable new thresholds of 
business performance by leveraging cloud delivery models and 

Internet, Mobility 
Devices 

technologies. Zensar is helping customers create optimized levels 
of business performance, through assessment, advisory services 
as well as application integration and migration services through 
platforms such as force.com, Google Apps Engine (GAE) and 
Microsoft Azure. The Cloud Services Charter in the organization 
will enable our customers redefine the way they deliver value to 
their customers. 

Zensar's Mobility Consulting Services helps organizations improve 
business visibility and employee productivity and assists in porting 
critical applications onto mobile devices. From receiving 
information on current status of customer deliveries to allowing 
boundary-free access to corporate information, Zensar's enterprise 
mobility applications create new competitive advantages for 
businesses.

Zensar has also added Social Media Consulting as a practice to 
enable firms in reaching their end user segments faster and to 
tailor products/services to address end user demands.
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Products, platforms and solutions continue to gain momentum and accelerate our non-linear growth that includes usage of 
technical and domain capabilities to develop products, tools, technologies and processes that can be used for multiple clients. 

Products, Platforms and Solutions

ZenPOSlite,

AutoZenics,

nXchange, 

ZenTraceability, 

ZenQuality,

 a complete mobile retail POS solution 
integrated with back-end stores system applicable across all 
formats

 a SaaS based ERP solution specially 
developed for SMB customers in manufacturing sector for the 
auto ancillary cluster

a hosted 'any-to-any format conversion' and 
document forwarding platform for B2B scenario with 
implementation opportunities across verticals

created for the manufacturing vertical 
that has the ability to categorize products or parts - their origin 
and usage to help identify and isolate instances at any point in 
the manufacturing value chain if suspected to be faulty in 
nature

 is specially designed to cater to the quality 
challenges of the manufacturing industry. The solution 
comprises three separate modules across suppliers, plant and 
customers and can be integrated or configured separately. The 
Solution helps manufacturers in improving productivity and 
profit margins while meeting a desired level of quality

IntelliZen,

ZenProductivity,

ICD Services, 

iCAn, 

ZenMobln, 

 a Business Intelligence for Supply Chain 
Management - SCM-BI provides “End-to-End” supply chain 
visibility with SCOR (Supply Chain Operations Reference) 
Model. It has been designed to attain objectives such as SCM 
refinement, effective collaboration, productivity enhancement, 
customer excellence and organizational growth.

 a tool for the manufacturers to monitor 
real time performance and utilization in the plant and allowing 
them to define the output, line layout and capacity, products, 
production plan and cycle time. 

a set of proprietary tools and frameworks for 
the healthcare Industry that provides end-to-end ICD 
Transition services from impact assessment, through 
remediation to support.

a solution for the healthcare vertical that allows ICD 
Converter and Analyzer to provide solution to all major 
challenges of ICD transition including mapping, crosswalk, 
document upgrade and analysis.

a mobile management framework allowing 
Insurers to connect to any mobile device to its backend 
application seamlessly thus providing the agility to offer new 
products and services at a much lower cost base.
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Human Capital 
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Employee
Engagement

Connecting
ThroughPeople
Management

Involvement of employees
in Organisational 

initiatives

Alignment to
Organisation's 
Goals

For the year 2011, we added 976 net hires to the organisation. 
These additions re-affirming our growth charter and in view of the 
strong deal pipeline in the days to come. The Company intends to 
add at least 1,500 engineers during 2012. The global headcount at 
the end of 2011 increased to 7,121 and attrition reduced to sub 
13% lower than the industry standards.

With a focus on tapping into larger talent pools, providing scalable 
work models without incurring high infrastructure cost and at the 
same time taking care of work life balance needs of an associate, 
the organization has recently launched a Work from Home 
initiative with 45 associates as part of the pilot project based out 
of Pune. Successful implementation of the pilot project will lead 
to a global rollout of the program by Q2 of FY 2012-13.

In order to enhance the participation of associates in Strategic 
Decision making process of the organization following boards 
have been set up: Shadow Executive Board, Women Executive 
Board and D&I Councils. The composition of these Boards is cross 
functional and each Board is led by a member of the Strategy 
Council.

With a focus on driving business goals through better employee 
engagement, Zensar in the previous Fiscal devised the 
Engagement Model. The word  stands for “I make change 
happen”. The model is based on the three critical pillars viz 
Alignment to the Organizational Goals, Creating a connected 
organization through People Management practices and 
involvement of employees in organizational initiatives.

The workshop is built on the concept of “Learning through 

i
i

Zen 
Zen

interactions” and draws on the experiences of participants to 
build better implementation charter for the organisation. The 
workshop gives the participants simple tools to implement the 
change initiatives on a continuous basis. The program involves 
review of implementation of action plans committed by 
participants during the workshop and this review is conducted by 
members of top management in a specific format to ensure 
sustained action to build a better organisation by managers.

The  Engagement  ModeliZen



Social Responsibility 
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it was felt that Zensar Foundation is best positioned to focus on 
Employability in the IT sector. The available expertise in the area 
was used to structure industry relevant course content aligned to 
organisational needs, and use its connection with the larger 
industry to facilitate employment. Accordingly, within Education, 
the focus was re-aligned on teaching of English and the usage of 
Computers.

Strengthening English education was the main focus behind the 
launch of - 'Udaan' - a Center within Zensar campus to impart 
English education through digital applications to impart 
meaningful and useful education to the community children. 
'Udaan' was launched on 1st Feb, 2012 to facilitate a computer 
enabled learning center housed right within the Zensar campus in 
Pune. For Zensar this programme is specially designed to ensure 
quality of education imparted via Digital learning. Udaan is 
located within the Zensar campus and thus it is easy for 
Associates to take up their own projects whether related to 
Education or other CSR initiatives. 

In recent times, the Foundation has realized the need for trained 
manpower to capitalize on the opportunities in the IT industry. The 
Foundation sees great benefit in empowering students with 
employability skills that will help them in achieving a better 
standard of life. As measures to explore and utilise the new 
horizon of growth.

The Foundation took on the mandate to offer opportunity to this 
segment through a comprehensive curriculum in Infrastructure 
management to enhance employability - now a core focus for the 
Foundation. The Program addresses the growing business and 
talent needs specifically in India in the Infrastructure 
Management space. The aim of the Employability Program at 
Zensar is to source, train and help place eligible candidates from 
underprivileged communities in the IT sector, specifically 
Infrastructure Management. 

Zensar's CSR programmes focus on creating sustainable 
development and livelihood for local communities. Hence all the 
programmes driven by the Zensar Foundation focus on community 
development and inclusive growth through education and skill 
building initiatives rather than providing continued financial 
support. In recent times, the focus on sustainable development 
has only increased and today there are consolidated efforts made 
by the foundation to impact each person through their life cycle as 
a student in a way to render them capable of making and 
following their life choices.

Since the idea is to enable each person to secure employment, 
Zensar Foundation worked backwards from the end goal to orient 
its education initiatives accordingly. Being an IT services company, 
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Zensar's Retail Portal Solution for B2B collaboration, won the 
prestigious 'Best Industry Solution Award' at the national 
competition held by Computer Society of India (CSI)

AutoZenics, a hosted on-premise solution deployed by 
leveraging a Hosted ERP solution on the cloud for the 
Manufacturing industry was also recognized by CSI in the 
product manufacturing category

Zensar has also received the prestigious Service Excellence 
Award at the Cisco Supplier Day amongst other significant 
technology services providers. Zensar was chosen for this 
award for demonstrated excellence in professionalism and 
innovation and foundational areas of productivity, delivery and 
support. The award recognizes Zensar's exemplary 
performance in teamwork, communication, and 
responsiveness to Cisco's business directives

The Company was also the winner of the CNBC International 
Trade Awards for the fifth consecutive year. The award aims at 
recognizing innovation and excellence demonstrated by the 
market leaders and institutions in the import and export 
industry with significant contribution to international trade 
facilitation in India

Zensar won the National Award in IT Excellence and Excellence 
in Global HR Strategy at the World HRD Congress 2012, which 
recognizes exemplary HR practices in talent management. 
Zensar also won the Green Organisation Award at Green IT 
Initiative at the Manufacturers' Association for Information 
Technology

Zensar was conferred with the Good Corporate Citizen award 
by the Bombay Chamber of Commerce 'Good Corporate Citizen 
Award' for the year 2011 by the Bombay Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (BCCI), at Mumbai in September. The award was 
presented to Zensar for its outstanding service in operational 
performance and its contribution towards corporate citizenship, 
leading to the betterment of the society
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Zensar in the News

This document contains statements about expected future events and financial and operating results of Zensar Technologies Limited, which 
are forward-looking. By their nature, forward-looking statements require the Company to make assumptions and are subject to inherent risks 
and uncertainties. There is significant risk that the assumptions, predictions and other forward-looking statements will not prove to be 
accurate. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements as a number of factors could cause assumptions, 
actual future results and events to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements. Accordingly this document is 
subject to the disclaimer and qualified in its entirety by the assumptions, qualifications and risk factors referred to in the management’s 
discussion and analysis of the Zensar Technologies Limited annual report 2011 -12.

Caution regarding forward-looking statements
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